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A Weekly Newspaper, Published by and for the Students of Ithaca College. 
Ithaca, New York February 11, 19(36 
i, 'Knight'dTo Ophn~:?l~:s~ts Kappa Gamma Psi Quintet 
~~~~~~!~~r:'~~{rooo!~ 3T~m~=~=.!.~~!~!b, Performs In Carnegie Hall 
annual student production of to see Scampers will say once a instituted at Ithaca College with 
scampers. knight is not enough." the advent of Sigma Alpha Nu's 
The rehearsals for this year's ____ Shindig, For the first time, three 
edition of Scampers began at the bands will be supplying the 
end of finals week, and the re- Morgan Heads music for a dance at the same 
suit will be a musical comedy, time. 
"Once a Knight is Enough." Jeff Committee for Tonight's venture might well 
Kramer, director, said, "It is one be calied an experiment in 
of the best Scampers in recent Health Center sound. The Mojos (who must be 
years." The music is said to be quite popular because all their 
of hit quality, and some of A Health Center Committee, pictures have been "borrowed" 
Ithaca College's most promising made up of representative stu- from the posters), the Trolls, and 
performers handle the acting, all dents, faculty, and administra- the Flames will run the rock and 
of which provide an evening of tion, has been set up to assist roll gamut. 
tuneful and comic entertainment. the medical staff. Its purpose is Sigma Alpha Nu, a social fra-
Students who are involved in to serve in an advisory capacity, temity, is sponsoring the event 
the production include: · Sal to interpret the medical services which begins at 9:00 p.m. in the 
?tlistretta, Elizabeth Van Patten, available to the students, and to Egbert Union Rec Room. Beer 
Gibby Brand, Don Croll, Hank provide answers to questions will be served. The admission 
Mandel, William Graf, Robert raised by students about medical will be $1.00 per person and 
Morris, Judith Lane, Brent Er- matters. $1.50 per couple. 
lenson and Gayle Sorrentino in Ithaca College has one of the 
the leading roles. Jeff Kramer finest · small college health fa. 
is the Director; Elizabeth Hoer- cilities in the country. The 
ner is Production Manager; medical staff consists of Dr. I.(. Concert Choir 
Linda Eveland is Choreographer; Adib Karam, the medical di-
Duncan Ross is Technical Di- rector, six nurses, and four aides, 
rector; and Cannan Ball is Stage in addition to housekeeping per-
Manager. sonnel. Mrs. Esther Blackman is 
Tickets for Scampers will go the head nurse. 
on sale Wednesday, February 9, One of the purposes of the 
at the box office. General Ad- College's medical services is to 
mission is $2.00, and Student give students the opportunity to 
tickets are· $1.50. Scampers will learn to utilize these services 
be presented Wednesday, Febru- intelligently: Therefore, it is im-
ary 16, through Saturday, Feb- perative that students be in-
ruary 19, in the College T!J.eater. (Continued on page 5) 
; President Announces College 
Board of Trustees Changes. 
George C. Textor William A. Lyons 
ElectedChairman Named To Board 
George C. Textor, president of 
The Marine Midland Trust Grace 
Company of New York, has been 
elected chairman of the ~oard 
of Trustees of Ithaca College, it 
was announced today by Howard 
Dillingham, president of the- Col-
lege. 
A prominent public utility ex-
ecutive has been named to the 
Board of Trustees of Ithaca Col-
lege, it was announced today by 
Howard Dillingham, president of 
the college. 
The new trustee is William A. 
Lyons of Binghamton, executive 
vice president of the New York 
Mr. Textor succeeds the late state Electric and Gas Corpora-
tion. He attended the New York 
Herman Muller, long time chair- University School of Commerce, 
man who was•killed in a high- Fordham University School of 
Way accident on October 23. Business Administration, and the 
, Mr. Textor has been a trustee Advanced Management Program 
· of the College since 1953 and _of the Gr~d~ate .school of Busi-
was the recipient of an honorary nes.s A~JJU1Ustra.tion of Harvard 
degree last June. For many years Un1vers1ty .. He 1s a member of 
he has been chairman of the the Counctl of Harpur College 
executive committee. a_nd the Harpur College Founda-
tion. 
. He is a director of the Federa- Mr. Lyons joined the New 
, lion of Protestant Welfare York State Electric and Gas 
, , Agencies and the Salvation_ Corporation in 1944 as assistant 
· Army, tru~e and treasurer of to the president became vice 
~e American Heritage Founda- president in 1953; and executive 
lion, trustee of the New 'fork vice president in 1962. Previ-
Commumty Trust, and governor ously be_ was with the Utility 
and treasurer of the Arthritis Management Corporation as ac-
; and Rheumatism Foundation. countant, assistant to the con-
Mr. Textor has held director- troller, and assistant to the 
~hips in a large number of lead- president. 
mg financial, business, and in- He is a director of the Marine 
dustrial concerns, including Midland Trust Company of 
·~lorado Fuel 3I1:d Iron Corp., Southern New York and a mem-
l!~~~most · Dairies, American ber of its Binghamton Advisory 
~h Arma Corp., Teleregeister Board, director of the Bingham-
.Corp., Houdaille Industries, West- ton Sheraton Corporation, and 
~ester Fire Insurance Co., Ma- director and vice-president of 
~e Midland Corp., New York, the Empire State Chamber of 
ew Haven and Hartford Rail- Commerce. He is a member of :d, . Sheraton Corporation of the Binghamton General Hospital 
\Sta enca, Pepsi Cola Co., United and chairman of the Advisory 
,',4 !es Fire Insurance Co., Ran- Board of Lourdes Hospital, as \.~-House and the North River well as a member and past 
t•••m1nce Co. chairman of the Salvation Army. 
To Perform in L.A. 
For Stravinsky 
Igor Stravinsky, world famous 
composer, has requested that the 
Ithaca College Choir perform his 
"Perephone" under his super-
vision at the Los Angeles Music 
Festival in May. 
Mr. Stravinsky, in a letter to 
Dean Craig McHenry of the 
School of Music, asked that the 
choir not only sing his composi-
tion, but also record it after its 
performance at the festival. 
The Choir, which presented 
Stravinsky's "Les Noces" ("Sva-
debka") at the College on Dec. 
17, won the praise of the 84 
year-old composer when it re-
corded the work in New York 
under his supervision in Decem-
ber. It was the first time that 
the piece had been sung in the 
Russian language. In his letter 
the maestro wrote: "In all 
respects, musicianship, tone 
quality, attitude-and even Rus-
sian, they were as fine a group 
of young singers as I have heard. 
You and Mr. Gregg Smith should 
be very proud of them." 
Prof. Smith is the director of 
the Choir. The presentation of 
"Les Noces" was under the di-
rection of guest conductor Rob-
ert Craft, a close associate of 
Stravinsky and the author of sev-
eral books about him. Stravinsky 
had always wanted the work per-
formed and recorded in Russian, 
and this hope was not realized 
until the Ithaca College Choir 
sang it at the College. Mr. Smith 
considered it a Christmas gift to 
the man who has become a liv-
ing legend in the music world. 
The composer· personally 
supervised the recording for 
Columbia records, and Mr. Craft 
again directed. Mr. Craft also 
has written an article, "Igor 
Stravinsky in Warsaw," appear-
ing in the February issue of 
Harper's Magazine. 
The Choir, under Mr. Smith, 
also presented Arnold Schoen-
berg's "Friede auf Erden," and 
this was also recorded by the 
Choir during its stay in New 
York. It will be released by 
Columbia with other works in a 
Schoenberg album. Schoenberg, a 
native of Austria, came to this 
country in 1933 at the age of 59, 
and continued to produce out-
standing works until his death in 
1951, at the age of 77. 
by Jeff Falkner 
The Kappa Quintet rehearses prior to last We,dnesday's 
concert at Carnegie Hall 
Dillingham Discusses Plans 
For Building Development 
President Howard Dillingham 
addressed the members of the 
Ithacan staff at their recent 
banquet. 
In his informal remarks, the 
President explained the plans for 
the continuation of construction 
on the South Hill Campus. He 
said that the Drama-Radio-TV 
l?uilding will begin construction 
in May and explained that par-
tial reason for the delay until 
Housing Complex 
To Be Finished 
By Fall Semester 
The new housing complex that 
is presently being constructed 
should be completed during the 
fall semester of next year. The 
complex will cost $7.5 million. 
There will be 13 separate 
buildings which will house 750 
students. Twelve of the build-
ings will be duplexes; the last 
building will contain a dining 
hall and two floors for residents. 
The size of the houses will 
range from a 19 to 59 student 
capacity. At present, it is not 
known what students will live in 
these buildings except that the 
new complex is reserved for 
upperclassmen. 
President Dillingham will ad-
dress the school on February 28 
in the Recreation Room and will 
discuss the housing arrange-
ments for the complex. 
now was the attempt to coincide 
the plans for our theater with 
that of the Ithaca Festival. He 
added that the plans for the 
Audio-Visual department in the 
basement' of that building are 
said to be the finest in the coun-
try. . 
The Administration building 
on Buffalo Street which has just 
recently been evacuated will 
open as an art gallery and a 
museum the first week in May. 
The chapel which will be dis-
cussed at a forthcoming Trustees 
meeting will require a fund 
drive if the college is to pay for it. 
Dr. Dillingham noted that 
from recent contacts with busi-
nessmen and civic leaders he has 
hopes that the college will get 
strong financial support from 
private philanthropy. An all out 
endowment drive has been 
planned for the 75th anniversary 
year. 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST 
IN THE ITHACAN 
THIS WEEK 
As I See It 
Book Review 
Ben Cat H.S. 
• 
Rush Party Schedule 
pg. 4 
pg. 5 
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The Kappa Gamma Psi Bras~ 
Quintet performed in Carnegie 
Hall, Wednesday, Feb. 9. They 
presented the N. Y. premiere 
of Elie Seigmiester's Sextet for 
Brass Quintet and Percussion. 
The quintet was requested by 
Seigmiester to perform the sextet 
in this all Seigmiester concert. 
Seigmiester is also paying all 
expenses for the Kappa quintet. 
The quintet consists of Carl 
Sakofsky and Robert Levy, 
trumpet; John Murphy, horn; 
James DeSano, trombone; Rob-
ert Yeats, tuba; and Mike Dris-
coll, percussion. 
The sextet was commissioned 
by Kappa Gamma Psi last year 
and was given its world premier 
at the Kappa Recital last Spring. 
Written in three movements it 
is one of the most difficult 
pieces written for a brass quin-
tet. 
The first movement, the most 
difficult, offers the opportunity 
for each performer to display his 
technical ability. The complexity 
of rhythms and dissonant chords 
require the utmost capabilities 
on the part of the performer. 
The second movement is a 
lyrical movement consisting of 
different instrumental variations 
of a theme first introduced by 
the French horn. 
The third movement is a jazz 
interpretation of folk songs 
heard by Seigmiester as a stu-
dent in Europe. 
Seigmiester is presently a 
professor of music at Hofstra 
University. He was born in 
New York City, studied at 
Columbia University and with 
Boulanger while in Europe. He 
attained a three year fellowship 
at the Juilliard School of Music 
where he continued his graduate 
studies. His works have been per-
formed by Toscanini, Stokowsky, 
and other leading orchestras. He 
became a member of Phi Beta 
Kappa at the age of eighteen. 
Winter Carnival 
First At Ithaca 
Two newly formed clubs on 
campus. the Ski Club and the 
Outing Club, arc co-sponsoring 
Ithaca's first annual Winter 
Carnival on February 14th from 
3:30 until 12 p.m. 
The events of the day begin 
at 1:00 when the ski slope opens 
so that all potential competitors 
may practice. Then at 3:30 the 
real fun begins with a special 
costumed obstacle race in honor 
of Valentine's Day for beginning 
skiers. The race will consist of 
climbing, walking, and going 
over and under objects on skis 
the best way you know how. 
After the winner has been an-
nounced, more advanced skiers 
will begin to compete in a spe-
cial Giant Slalom. 
Don't be discouraged if you 
don't ski because at the foot of 
the slope there will be sleigh 
rides and hot refreshments. The 
spectators are as important as 
the participants. 
As it begins to get dark mem-
bers of the Ithaca College Ski 
Patrol, Ski Team, and Ski School 
will assemble at tl:e top of the 
hill and begin a torchlight 
parade down the side of the 
(Co11tin11cd on page S) 
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Barrett Concert 
To Feature 
Liszt, Brahms 
Stevenson Barrett of the Ithaca 
College faculty will present 
"Songs for Piano" tonight start-
ing at 8:15 in the Ford Hall audi-
torium. 
Mr. Barrett, who has compe-
tence in several fields of music 
and in a number of performing 
roles, has been an accompanist 
and solo pianist for many years; 
among those he has accom-
panied ai:e Eileen Farrell, Rose 
Brampton, Helen Jepson, Karen 
Branzell, Igor Gorin, Ezio Pinza 
and others. He has been violinist 
and violist with the Eastman-
Rochester Orchestra; a member 
of the conducting staff of the San 
Francisco Opera and the Chicago 
Lyric Opera; director of the At-
DOCTOR CLARK LECTURES 
ON SHARKS AND BE~AVIOR 
i ·,· ',•, 
Two·:Mont11··· 
Music··Tour·Set For' Summ·e, . · 
., . ~·--
€7f88k Ri9hlig~ts. 
Rush Sched.ul~: chang~b~:·. So ·again we ex-· 
. . . : · · . . t~d· a· welcome. to all ·g1r1s and 
. With the start of a new seines- hope· t1Jat they will' ·come and 
A ~o mo~ths long ~tudy pro- ter, the fraternities. and .sororl- look: into the matt.er of joining 
gram m music that will include ties coJnJDence a new rush al1d Delta Phi · 
vthi~ts in Europbe isithto be CoUllered pledge pertod. Pledge p~es be- Finally .we would like to thank 
is summer y aca o ege gan this week and will continue h · d 
for the 10th consecutive year it everyone w o ma e our open 
ed tod b ~f until February 
21
, when I.F.C. be- house on Feb 8 such a success 
w~ . announc ay. Y • gins Silence week. The following · · 
William ·Grimshaw, dlirector of rush parties have-been registered: • • 
graduate studies. F b 7_ . Delta Sigma P1 Th "M .. E erua.ry . 
,,e . course, usic in ur- · Delta Phi Zeta, Union Rec. Rm. Deltasig began this semester 
ope, 1s open to students and 6.30. Pi Lambda Chi Recreation "th th I ktail rt t "th · · • , WI e annua coc pa y 
!eacherts _and O ~er\;,1 willsenous Rm., 8-10; Rho Mu Theta; Ithaca to picli: five · finalists from the 
mteres in music. carry Hotel 6·00· Kappa Gamma Psi tw ty st be tiful · l from six to eight academic ' . · ' · ' en mo au . gi.r s on 
d·ts Th . d - ed Fraternity House. campus to compete m the Rose ere 1 . e course 1s es1gn . . 
to provide listeners with a better February 8- . Contest. ~ne of these f1v~ will be 
understanding of music and Delta Kappa, Uruon, Rm. 1, 8-10 ~hosen Ri>se of Deltasig from 
especially to enable th~m to February 9- . . Delta Lambda. Chapter .. She will 
learn more of the significance of Gamma Delta Pi, Recreation then compete_m the n~tional con-
the places and people they will Room, 7:30; Delta Sigma Pi, test. The winner . will be an. 
visit. Union, Rm. 1, 7:30. nounced at the Rose Dance on 
"":-,.lanta Theatre-Under-the-Stars and 
the Gladeden (Ala.) Civic Music 
Association; has taught piano, 
violin, conducting, and composi-
tion at a number of music schools, 
including Julliard, Louisiana 
State University, Missouri Valley 
College, Jacksonville (Ala.) State 
Teachers College and in the pub-
lic school system at Berkeley, 
Calif. 
Eugenie Clark holds informal discussion at coffee h_our. 
On Tuesday, February 8, Eu-
genie Clark, Director of Cape 
Haze Marine Laboratory, spoke 
to a large audience of several 
hundred on "Sharks and Their 
Behavior." Her talk included ac-
counts of not only interesting ex-
periences and experiments, but 
actual films of her laboratories 
and fish. 
men had previous experience in 
commercial shark fishing and 
were able to get them sharks for 
experiments in the development 
of cholestoral and the function 
of the abdominal pores. 
In working with Lemon sharks, 
Dr. Clark and her staff con-
ducted extensive research in op-
erant conditioning. Within six 
weeks she trained two sharks to 
hit a target to get their food. 
Participants will hear 28 con- February 10- March 12. 
certs in Paris, Rome, Florence, Sigma Alpha Nu, Recreation Delta Lambda's candidate has 
Venice and London. The group Rm. 8-10; Rho Mu Theta, Union, won the national contest twice, 
will visit 17 great composers Rm. 1, 7:30. once in 1959 and again in 1964, 
homes, admire Europe's art February 13- since the Chapters founding in 
treasurers in cathedrals and Gamma Delta Pi, DeMotte Rm. May 1957. 
palaces, museums and galleries. 7:30. 
Enrollees will enjoy scenery in February l4- Pi Lambda Chi 
the rolling fields of France, the s·gm Alpha Nu Fraternity 
awe-inspiring Alps of Switzer- H 
1 
~ 10. Delta Phl Zeta Union Elections were held Sunday land and Austria, the brown R ouse5 6.3().8·SO· Delta 'Kappa night, February 6, by Pi Lambda hills of Italy, a cruise on the 1(:· 'H tel 8-lO ' 1Cb1 The officers elected will Mr. Barrett's program Friday 
evening will include Five Varia-
tions on "Rule Britannia," by 
Beethoven; Fantasy on "The Last 
Rose of Summer" Opus 15, by 
Mendelssohn; Venice and Naples 
from "Years of Pilgrimage," by 
Liszt; "Gondoliera,'' by Peru-
chini; Canzone from "Otello" by 
Rossini; "Tarantella," a Neapoli-
tan song; "Ballade, Opus 10, No. 
l," by Brahms; and "Fleder-
maus," by J. Strauss-Godowsky. 
Dr. Clark started working with 
sharks several days after the 
Cape Haze Marine Laboratory in 
Sarasota, Florida opened. While 
working there, she received a 
call from Dr. John Heller, Di-
rector of the New England Medi-
cal Research Center, requesting 
live sharks for research. Un-
known to Dr. Clark, her fisher-
Phi E K Sweetheart 
Dance Goes Rock 
With this work as precedence, a 
high achool student working at 
the laboratory did similar work 
Rhine, and the glens and lochs aca O ' • assume their positions in the fall. 
of Scotland. February l5- Those elected were· 
They will spend one week in Delta Sigma Pi, Union, Rm. 1• President-Rick Defuria 
Salzburg, and another at Edin- 7:3o. Vice ~ident-Bud Eisenberg 
burgh where they will attend the Eebruary 16- Member at Large of Executive 
festivals. Gamma Delta Pi, Union, Rm.- - Committee-Jim San Marco 
The group will go by ocean 1, 7:30; Pi Lambda Chi, Kauf- Social Chairman---Bill Cook 
liner to Amsterdam, and will re- man's barn. Those ~lected were: 
turn by plane from Prestwick, February 17- Secretary-Jim Updyke 
with three month old sharks. Ex- Scotland: Sigma Alpha Nu, Jim's Chapter Treasurer-Steve Wolf 
periments in visual discrimina- For the fifth year, Joseph Bouse; Delta Phi Zeta, Sorority For this semester John Dorf-
tion have also been conducted. Tague, Professor of Music, will House, 7.9 (transportation will be man was elected Pledgemaster. 
The sharks were taught to dis- be in charge of the study course. provided); Delta Sigma Pi, Union 
tinguish_between a square and a Rm. 7:30; Rho Mu Theta, Chanti- Phi Mu Theta 
triangle, buf were unable to tell ---- cleei,-, 7:30. · 
February 19- The brethren of Rho Mu Theta 
the difference between a square Women's Club Pi Lambda Chi Beagle Lodge are planning to_ ·publish a news•' 
and a circle. 8-l. ' ' letter in April. The objective of 
Dr. Clark received her A.B. Hold Panel On February 20- this endeavor is to make the Stu• 
degree from Bunter College and D lta K 6-8· Rh M dent body cognizant of Senior 
W ' R I Thetae ·Fr ap~tya, B ' 4 ° u Research being done at I.C. Rho her M.A. and Ph.D. from N.Y.U. Offlan $ 0 e . , aerm ouse, p.m. Mu Theta is sanguine that this 
She has held several science fel-
lowships and has taken part in A panel discussion on ''The Al h E "I Rh venture will stimulat.e other un-Ruby and The Romanticsl the International Indian Ocean Woman's Role from a Man's p a psi on O dergraduates. . 
Point of View" will be held Mon- Alpha Epsilon Rho will hold Sev~rdal researRech pehro?ectsb arthe (E·• h B 11 ) T B F t d Expedition as leader of the U.S. · ·ts S . R h Party Wed now un erway. sear mg ro . lg t a S O e ea Ufe day evening Feb. 14 starting at 1 pnng us on ·. . delegation. Be1: publicati~ in- . , ' nesday, February 16, at 8:00 p.m. ers are. ' 
The brothers of Phi Epsilon dance, the brothers will choose. a elude over forty articles in 7:45 at tbe Ithaca College tele- at the Ithaca Hotel. All Radio- Robert Bocldund-(Who s Who 
scientific journals, articles of vision studio at 122 East Buffalo Television majors are· invited to '65) :- "Infr~-Red spectrophoto-11 
Kappa will sponsor their annual queen at Spring Weekend. Street. The panel, sponsored by attend. Refreshments will be me_tr1c analysis of the Ferrous 
Sweethearts Dance on Friday, The dance falls under the di- popular interest in National His- the Ithaca College Women's served. - Thite °':yanathte complex f to1· k dge-e 
tory Magazine and a 1956 best- mun o m a February 18, 1966. rection of chairman Roger Col- Al h E. il Rh ·n be ll e e presence 
- seller, Lady with a Spear. Club, will include participation p a ps on o w1 se • isomerisms ,, 
The dance will feature two half burn (Senior, Lancaster, N.Y.) ____________ from the audience which is ex- ing Avon Cosmetics this Semester. Mark Sil;erman-"The effect of 
hour concerts by nationally and President Mike Stein (Junior, pected to include husbands of A representative will be visiting ethylenediomine tetra-acetic acid, 
known recording artists, "Ruby Chelsea, Mass.) It will be held in CLASSIFIED members. The discussion will be all ~e dorms to take orde~ and estrogen and cyanide on the like 
and the Romantics," and the fabu- the g~nasium from 9:00 p.m.- televised and shown on channel a~ditional orders may be placed span of erythrocytes as linked 
al SPINET PIANO BARGAIN w1th any AEP member. to the .. crlng process m· humans." lous rock 'n roll group "The 1:00 a.m. Because leg beverages -.-
WANTED-Respouaible party to take two. At its meeting on Jan.u.ary 5, Peter Wentz (Who's Who '65) Eight Balls." will be served, proof of age must over low monthly pa;ymenta OD a spinet Th ls ·n be Ed d C . 
piano. Can be seen locally. Write Credit e pane WI war · 1966, Alpha Epsilon Rho elected "A Kinetic study of the acid by,· 
It was decided upon by the be presented. 2:00 a.m. late per- Manager. P.O. Box s5. Cortland Ohio. Devereux, Jr., professor of Child Jack Tirak, senior Radio-Tele- drol.ysis --of chloropentammine 
brothers to break tradition missions have been granted to the l"'-~--------- · · · m<>•o from Erl Pennsyl th .. Developmen!. and Family Rela- v15ion ..., r e, • chromium (Il]) chloride in e ·, 
slightly by presenting a rock 'n girls. The prices of the tickets II p I R R O • S ,. tions, Cornell University; Bow- vania, to the position of Cones- anol-water mixtures. A mecban· 
roll dance rather than the semi· arc $3.50 couple and $2.00 stag ponding Secretary and Executive ism of interchange will be postu· 
ITHACA'S FIRST ard F. Cog!3n, editor, "The Town Committee Member. The posf. lat.ed." formal ball as has been done in and they may be purchased from . 
AND ONLY Crier;" Dr. Richard L Murray, tions had been vacated by Cheryl Ray Feller-''Ecology of the 
the past. Instead of choosing a any of the brotbers or at tbe PIZZA..& SUB SHOP obstetrician and gynecologist; Giffin who has graduated· this Bryophyta." 
"swee
th
eart of 4>EK" at the door. at and John Gunning, Assistant January. As a result of this elec· Bob Deutsch-(Wbo's Who '65) 
SIGMA ALPHA NU 
SOCIAL FRATERNITY 
Invites all men students to a Rush 
Party on Mon., Feb. 14, 1966 at 
.8:30 P.M. 
The Rush Party is at the House, 
504 E. Buffalo St. 
'(HE LOWEST professor of Television and ti?n ~ack ~si~ed his posts as -"Topology." 
PRICES IN TOWN R di Ith c ll Historian~Libranan and Public Samuel Burd - "Nucleophilit 
Open 4:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m. 
115 E. Green St. 
a 0 , aca O ege. Relations Director. The Hlstorlan- • · 
The Ithaca College Women's Lib . positi- is filled ~eactions of Olefins with emp~ 
ranan on now SIS on the documentation of Sit 
Club is composed of wives of by J~nnifer B~al and the Public ma minus values, according to, 
members of the faculty and ad- Relations poS1tion by Deborah the Hammett Equation." Call AR.2•1950 
ministration of the College. Fortune. The president of Rho Mu Theta. 
END OF SEASON 
SKI SALE 
SAVINGS 
20% - 50% OFF 
Skis - Apparel - Boots - Poles, Car Racks, Etc. 
All Famous Brands 
FREEMAN'S 
(Funtyme} 
102 W. STATE ST. 
Robert Bradway (Who's WbO 
Delta Phi Zeta '65), would llke to announce a: 
D It.a Phi Z ta · h to rush party to be held at the e - e WJS es u · F b 10 (Th ) 7,a thank Gamma Delta Pi sorority :on on e • urs. ' 
for attending - the tea held l,n the p. · 
new sorority's honor on Sunday. 
We the sisters of Delta Phi feel Sigma Alpha Eta 
that we got to know the sisters Sigma Alpha Eta.. national pro-
of Gamma Delt much better ,and fessional speech correction frll-
we hope. that. this sort of ~ter- ternity, will bold its monthlY 
Greek friendliness will continue. meeting or,, Saturday FebroarY 
Monday, Delta Phi held its .ill'St 12, at one p.m. in Ro;m 1 of the 
· rush party of the semester. Re- Egbert Union. There will be • 
freshments were served and en- guest speaker; refreshments will. 
tertainment was provided by the be served. 
sisters. As a social sorority, we 
welcome and urge all girls from Sigma Alpha Nu 
all departments to attend our _ 
next rush parties on Feb. 14 in In spit.e of the inclement westll-
Union room #5 from 6:30 p.m. er, over half of the people sjglled_ 
to 8:30 p.m., arid on Feb. 17 at up for the Sigma Alpha Nu inter-: 
the Delta Phi Zeta sorority house collegiat.e Intersession at the Coll": 
at 510 E. Seneca St. from 7:00 cord Hotel were able to attend. of 
p.m. t.o 9:00 p.m. We the sisters Due to the apparent success 1 
of Delta Phi Zeta feel that we the holiday on Kiamesha J,ake, 
have something to offer every Sigma Alpha Nu plans to mate 
girl, and that every girl has the Intercollegiat.e Intersession at 
something valuable t.o offer in ex• the Concord an ·annual event. 
,,. ' 
~· ·~ 
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Ithacan Gets ·New Face, New Staff 
Randall Shew To Discuss Job Pastern~,~ Works 
As Irving Wood steps down ness Manager; Doris ' Landmes-
as Editor-in-Chief of The Ithacan, ser, News Editor; Jeffrey Fink, 
so do the other graduating staff Photography Editor; Geraldine 
. . Penza, Advertising Manager; 
Rene Burrough, the new 
Editor-in-Chief, hails from New 
York City, A junior in history, 
Rene has worked on The Ithacan 
for three years. Her last position 
was Managing Editor. She hopes 
to continue journalism after 
graduation. She is a member of 
Gamma Delta Pi. 
. . . J 1. On Prof 1c1en(J 
~r~?l~~?~.t~:~~M,,,.~?,~.?!.!!~ ...... Tesls In. Science 
members. New faces will fill William Katz, Sports Editor; 
editor of the Ithaca Journal, will day, February 16. . Dr. Robert Pasternack, assistant 
professor of chemistry and Assis-
tant Dean of Arts and Sciences, 
has been chosen by the New York 
State Department of Education to 
develop an examination whic_h 
tests whether a matriculating stu-
dent is proficient in a chemistry 
laboratory. Dr. Pasternack is 
working with Kenneth Kustin of 
Brandeis University on this pro-
ject. 
their positions, but The Ithacan\ Katherine Neary, Copy Editor; 
will continue. Graduating mem- and Peter Walsh and Arthur 
bers are: Jonathan Stowe, Busi-. Moore, Columnists. 
speak in the Student Union at Star Market, Thursday, February 
12:15 on February 17 on 17. 
"Careers in Journalism." Harris, Kerr, Forster, Thursday, 
In a discussion following the February 17 · 
, talk, Mr. Shew and Mr. James Gannett Publications, Thursday, 
Graham, who represents the February 17. 
Gannett group of newspapers Roswell Park Memorial Institute, 
ti will Friday, February 18. and radio-TV- sta ons, 
answer any questions students Phoenix of London, Friday, Feb-
might have. Students interested ruary 18· 
in interviews for full-time em-
ployment or fo~ summer j~bs 
with the Gannett group may s1gn OUTING CLUB 
up for such interviews for that 
afternoon or for some later 
I time on campus or at Mr. Shew's 
office through Mrs. Schroeder. 
(Continued from page 1) 
Managing Editor Jeffrey Falk-
ner, a music education junior, 
has worked for several publica-
tions, including the Daily Orange 
for Syracuse University, before 
joining The Ithacan. He is from 
Trumbull, Conn. 
Steve Feeser, a Radio-TV 
junior from Taneytown Md., is 
the new Business Manager. He is 
a member of Sigma Alphu Nu 
and President's Hosts Committee. 
Students who have previously 
sig!led up for interviews during 
February and March are re-
quested to please check with 
Mrs. Schroeder and declare their 
intention to keep their appoint-
ments. It is unfair to the re-
cruiter, to other students, and to 
the institution's reputation to 
fail to keep interview appoint-
hill. If you have never seen a 
torchlight parade, you will want 
to see this one. Nothing is more 
spectacular than seeing a slow 
winding path of torches making 
its way down the hill like a 
swarm of lightning bugs in for-
mation. At the conclusion of the 
torcliligbt parade, the day's 
activities will break for a mo-
ment as we all adjourn for din-
Next Thursday night the new 
test will be administered to sev-
eral dozen IC students in the Sci-
ence Building. The group of stu-
dents will consist of some ad-
vanced chemistry students and 
other students who never have 
had college chemistry. The reason 
for such a group is to see if the 
test will single out the two 
groups and thus prove its validity. 
Sue Wayne, . Jeff Falkner and Mike OHins checking on last 
minute details. 
Stephen Wallace, Assistant 
Business Manager, is from On-
tario, Canada. He is a junior in 
accounting. Last year he was 
treasurer of Dorm 6. He is a 
member of President's Hosts 
Committee. 
Paula Silbey, News Editor, 
joined the newspaper staff in 
her freshman year in order to 
meet people. She is a sophomore 
ner. 
After dinner, at about 7:30, 
ments. everyone is invited to the Pub 
Students interested in em- for an apres-ski party. The at-
ployment interviews -who have mosphere of the Pub will be_ ~-
not yet done so are urged to hanced by four Bristol Mt. Ski 
check opportunities with Mrs. Instructors from Innsbruck, Aus-
Schroeder and sign up! tria. They will entertain with 
Mr. Shew announced that re- some authentic Tyrolean songs 
cruitment visits for next week and music. 
include: There is something for every-
Peat, Markick, Mitchell & Com- one, so try to be there and 
, pany, Tuesday, February 15. HA VE FUN! 
The examination itself consists 
of two parts. The first section is 
a video tape which Mr. Diskin of 
our Radio-Television Department 
helped Dr. Pasternack develop. 
The second portion of the test 
takes place in the laboratory. 
On February 25, Dr. Pasternack 
will go to New York City to ad-
dress the Committee on Profi-
ciency Examinations and present 
!he results of the new examina· 
tion. Penny Oswald and Al Hyman typing news stories. 
in niusic coming from Silver 
Spring, Md. She is a secretary of 
President's Hosts Committee. 
Penny Oswald, Feature Editor, 
is a sophomore in speech cor-
rection. A newcomer to Washing-
ton, D.C., Penny had spent half 
· her life overseas with her Air 
Force family. 
Jack Rosenblatt, a business 
administration junior from 
Hamilton, Ontario, is the new 
Photography Editor. He is a 
member of Sigma Alpha Nu. 
William Goodhue, Sports 
Virginia- Linn in Concert 
Monday; Singing Debut 
Editor, is also a business ad-
ministration major. He is a 
H I d Forensics Holds . . fro B ta ia Applications ave ncrease D b s JU;:;erie :n:o:, . from Brook-
L Y ' T t I e ate on urvey lyn, is one of the new Copy 72% Over ast ear S O a Editors. She is a junior in Eng-h The Ithaca College Forensics Iish planning to continue on to 
Miss Virginia Linn, mezzo Ithaca College has received 72 women. Last September t e num- Association was a host for an graduate school to study Renais-
soprano will make her Ithaca coeur" by Debussy; "La Flute li t'ons for ber was 2715. 
' per cent more app ca 1 February 15, at informal debate tournament here sance literature and sociology. <debut Monday evening February enchantee" by Ravel; "Guitares admission than it had a year On Tuesday, 
14 at 8:15 in the Foi:d Hall et Mandolines" by Saint.Saens; ago, it was announced today by 8:00 p.m. in Union Rm. 5, Jay on Sunday, Feb. 6. Cafti Walsh Michael Ollins, the other C?~Y 
auditon·um at Ith_ aca College. "By-low my babe" by P. E. New- · t f d Silberman and Robert Schandler Editor and also Drama Cntic, 
Henry Enzian, drrec or o a • of the Ithaca College Student and Doug Kelly represented Ithaca hails from Hicksville, N.Y. A Mis Linn ~ho joined the man; "St. Ita's Vision" by . i I 
f lts of ' the CoUeae wt" Samuel Barber; "A. Cradle Song" nuss o~s. th · . 1·n the Committee for the Defense of for the affirmative side; Linda junior in English, Mike is inter-acu y b d "A Ch ,, both b B . Despite e increase B 11 . th th tr H · September as an assistant pro- an ann y enJa- number of applications, the Col- Viet Nam twhill debateb rToomf C~r-: Sardella and Dick Weingart as- esetedmbe1t of :igm:a Arp· ha ~uis a 
£ f voice has appeared min Britten; and "General Wil- 1 ts to enroll about the . and one o er mem e I m · 
p:r::si~nally as' soloi~ and re- liam Booth Enters Into Heaven" s:i::.e e:~:ber of new students nell University'~ Students fo~ _a I sumed the negative position for Lois Moses, a physical educa-
citalist in Washington, D.C. and by Charles Ives. that 't d'd last fall. Democratic Society on !~e cns~s. the college. The J.C. debaters won tion junior, is the new Adver-
'th 1 1 · v· t Nam The spec1f1c topic, Sh · f Suf in Oklahoma City as soloist Wl ---- The College has received 2277 ~n "R1e 1 d: Th t the current i 1 out of 4 debates, and accumu- tising Manager. e is rom -
th Oklah Cl·ty Symphony 'World Around Us' li t" ns as of December 15 IS eso ve · a I fern, N. Y. Lois is a member of 
e oma ap~l ca 1h0 b 1664 a' military involvement of the lated 149 speaker points, a larger Delta Phi zeta. Orchestra. L S • wh1 e t e num er was . . . . 
Prior to her arrival at Ithaca In eclure eraes year earlier. ~mted_ st~:J~J~e :;:; l~e~~~ I total than ·any other school repre-
• she was assistant professor of Through the invitation of the The . College plans to enroll w:-u:io~btedly clarify much of! scnted (the second highest total 
voice at Oklahoma College for Egbert Union Board four dis- approximately 1000 freshmen th' I 
Women for four years. She was tinguished lecturers will visit the next fall as compared with 980 the_ current thought on ~s \ was 136, scored by Harpur Col-
a graduate assistant of voice at South Hill Campus this semester i1;1 September, 1965. It also anti- ~!t a::d n!:r i:~;~ts P~~fJ\~! '. Iege). . 
the University of Iowa, .and has to describe· the "World Around c1pates 100 transfer students as . 1 t. Viet Nam · This weekend, Feb. 11-12, sev-done private teaching at Wash- Us." The series of illustrated compared to· 114 a year before. mvo ve:;en i:n .11 b · t 11 lngton. lectures on various areas of the The total enrollment is ex- . The eba WI e open ° a 
ected to reach 3000 men and ~n_terested spectators, aD:d follow-
eral representatives will travel to 
New Paltz for an individual Stevenson Barrett, also of the globe, will be presented in per- P mg the debate, questions and 
College facqlty, will ·assist Miss son by speakers who are authori- ____________ discussion will be accepted from events tournament. The students 
Linn on the piano when she pre- ties, and who, have produced the floor. 
sents a program of varied ap- 16mm documentary films. Food for thought Viet Nam today is the most 
.l!eal. On Tuesday, March 1, Kenneth . (This food is not at all con- strategic area in the world. The 
The program will include "Art S. Armstrong, who has completed nected with the Ithaca College controversy surrounding the 
thou troubled," "Un ombra di three extensive assignments in Food Service-for · the main pur- crisis there is tremendous, and 
pace," and "Tyranni miei pen- Southeast Asia as Editorial Di- pose of digestion.) many factions have dedicated 
sieri" all by Handel; "Se Flor- rector for Cleveland's KYC It's 1:31 ... What do you mean themselves to a final resolution 
lndo e fedele" by A. Scarlatti; Radio and TC circuit, will open you're hungry and you paid? . . . of the situation. The debate at 
"O don fatale," an aria by Verdi; the series with a film-lecture on What do you mean, one bus isn't Ithaca College will not solve the 
"Lieder eines fahrenden Gesel- "South Viet Nam." sufficient for a Saturday night? situation, nor will a definite con-
len" by Mahler; "Clair de Lune" The spotlight on Tuesday, In the years past the students clusion even be approached. It 
by Faure; "Il pleure dans mon March 22, will then be focused on never complained of insufficient will however, serve to analyze 
are: Bobbi Darwin, Rita Hoffman, 
and Charles Dick, Extemporan-
eous Speaking; Leslie Jarema and 
Linda Sardella, Oral Interpreta-1 
tion; Karen Ehrlich, Judy Byron,, 
and Toni Seger, Interpretative I 
Reading; Kathy Black, Oratory; 
and Kathy Black, Leslie Jarema, I 
and Linda Sardella, Impromptu 
Susan Wayne, from Baldwin, 
N.Y., is a junior in English. She 
is the new Columnist. Susan is a 
member of Gamma Delta Pi, 
President's Host, and recording 
secretary of Student Government. 
Congratulations are in order 
for the past Editorial Staff, and 
a hope that the new one will be 
as good, if not better, than the 
last. 
The Pub proudly 
announces the Ithacan 
Staff Meeting 
tomorrow, 3 p.m. 
Kenneth Kustin 
Gives Lecture 
"Red Outposts in Asia" by Ra- buses ... What do you mean . . . aspects of the conflict in Viet 
phael Green, a former member of now there are nearly 3,000 stu- Nam that probably have not 
the University of Minnesota and dents? You students think you been considered by many stu-
White House staffs. know everything. You don't even dents on the campus, and in that 
Speaking. Accompanying the ,-.-----------, 
Brandeis University . profes-
llO?, Kenneth Kustin, will give 
the first of a series of lectures 
SJlonsored by the Ithaca College 
thern1stry department Tuesday 
11ternoon, Feb. 15, in Room 307 
01 the Science Building, starting 
at 4:30 p.m. 
Re is an authority in the field 
:1 fast kinetics in solution, and 
as worked in collaboration with ~.~ Prof. Robert Pasternack of 
~ll!Ca College. 
,~f. Kustin has worked with 
~
:-uured Eigen, in this field, and 
spent two years at the Max 
k Institute at Gottinger, 
any, . 
WOl'ld traveler and photo- have to go downtown. We have a way help to infonn the people 
grapher, Fran Williams Hall, on heavily staffed union that can who will eventually become in-
Tuesd'ay, April 5, will present take care of·all your social events volved in this or similar contro-
the "Four Faces of Southeast right here on campus. What do 
Asia-Cambodia, Burma, Thai- you mean .... the dance was 
land, and Malaysia." called off until March 5th? So the 
Richard Linde proC:ucer and film didn't show. How about the 
photographer will conclude the dating lounge? Well, you need 
series on Tuesday, May 10, with furniture! Do you realize the cost 
his film-lecturer on the "Middle of an extra bus? We can't salary 
East Tinderbox." people to plan your social events 
All programs will begin at and ... forget the dance, you can 
8:15 p.m. in the Union Recrea- wait a month. What do you mean 
tion Room. Series tickets may ... you don't have any? The 
be purchased at the College screen for your window and the 
Union Information Desk and will soap dishes are on order. We're 
be $1.50 for students, $3. for on a tight budget this year. Yes, 
faculty and staff, and $4. for the the globe in the library did cost 
general public. $1.000 .... What do you mean??? 
versies. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
HICKEY1S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
group will be Mr. William Baker, 
faculty adviser to the Forensics 
Association. 
In addition to these events, 
there arc such forthcoming activi-
ties as legislative assemblies, 
mock trials, readers' theatre pro-
ductions, prose and poetry read-
ings. and additional debates. 
Those interested in any of these 
programs may consult the semes-
ter calendar posted on Forensics' 
permanent right hand corner of 
the bulletin board in the Egbert 
Union. 
CAYUGA 
CAR 
WASH 
230 S. CAYUGA 
8:30-5:30 Mon.-Sat. 
8:30-1 :30 Sun. 
\ 
. ' 
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The New Look 
Traditionally, the new Editor in Chief ad-
dressed herself to the student body, to the 
faculty, arid to the administration in outlining 
her plans for the paper. This Editor in Chief 
is not traditional. I would prefer to make no 
election promises, to completely avoid the 
platitudes, and to simply say that my staff 
and I will do our best to deliver a regular 
weekly student paper. We hope that with the 
constructive criticism from the college com-
munity and from ourselves to constantly im-
prove and to contniue to meet the needs of 
our readers. 
What Price Destruction? 
It is a commonly heard complaint among the 
students that the costs at Ithaca College are 
too high. While this complaint can be justified 
in many areas, it cannot be justified in the 
field of college properties and grounds. 
During the fall semester of this school year 
the maintenance costs rose considerably over 
those of the previous semester. It was expect-
ed that with the addition of new buildings 
there would be an increase in the maintenance 
costs. However it seems that the vandalism 
far exceeds any reasonable estimate of "acci-
dents." 
At present, the budget for the Office of 
Buildings and Grounds 1s two million dollars. 
This money is allocated for wages, general 
maintenance, repairs, and purchases. However, 
if the level of vandalism continues at its pres-
ent unnecessarily high rate, the budget will 
have to· be raised in order to cover the ex-
penses. 
It will be granted that there are normal re-
pairs and accidents that will occur in a col-
lege community every day. However, what is 
being questioned are the seemingly unneces-
sary damages caused either by mconsiderate 
students or by malicious "children." The fact 
the handrailings are ripped off repeatedly dur-
ing a week, that elevator buttons are melted, 
that vending machines are being misplaced, 
that doors are being kicked in, and that col-
lege property, such as furniture, is purposely 
being marred indicates that some students are, 
at least, immature. 
Perhaps the atmosphere and surroundings 
are not as conductive as home, but the college 
is home for nine months. And as a home the 
properties should be respected. Of course, if 
Daddy has enough money to cover the "post-
adolescent turmoil" frivolity, that's fine. Not 
all Daddies do. Therefore, it seems that a· cer-
tain amount of consideration should be shown, 
not to the God Dollar, but to the fellow stu-
dents and visitors at Ithaca College. 
Friend or Foe? 
The problem of vandalism, as it was suggest-
ed, stems from inconsiderate and immature 
action on the parts of some students. The re-
sponsibility for this problem does not com-
pletely lie with the students if the Dorm ad-
visors are included with the guilty persons. 
Of course, this brings up the problem of the 
true role of the dorm advisor. Is he to be a 
policeman; is he to be an advisor; or is he 
to be a combination of both? 
While the ideal is that a D.A. be an advisor, 
perhaps there is a need to be less idealistic. 
Assuming that college students are mature and 
responsiole adults, certain privileges have been 
allowed them. However, vandalism is not one 
of these. 
Therefore, it would seem that the role of 
the dorm advisor would of necessity, become 
m?re l~ke _that of a policeman. Unfortunately, 
this shift m role would destroy the ideals and 
philosophy behind higher education. It would 
not be necessary for Dorm Advisors to regu-
late themselves into a Gestapo, for there are 
many other ways of establishing decorum and 
for maintaining the rules. 
The Quest for Knowledge 
Every institution of higher learning is geared 
towards the purpose of improving the minds 
of the students. Our faculty is very competent, 
and the books and the other reading ma-
terials that they have selected are well worth 
while. Unfortunately, the purchase of said 
reading materials presents itself as a serious 
problem for the college student. 
Dave Gearhart, Chairman of Student Con-
gress, is to be commended for his attempt 
to eff_ect ~ regulatory system for the usually 
chaotic situation of book purchasing. Mr. 
Gearhart circulated su_ggestions for the pur-
chase of books in the Dorm 6 Book Store. Of 
the six, only one was accepted and effectively 
used-that of five cashiers to expedite the 
lines. 
The improvement made over the fall's se-
mester book situation was greatly improved 
by the speed in which students could pur-
chase books. The cashiers probably did effect 
this. The second factor that increased the 
time of book purchasing is that there are very 
few of the required books on hand. 
Perhaps the Book Store should recheck the 
book or~ers prior to registration so that stu-
dents will not be a week behind in their 
studies which is due to a dearth of books 
rather than to pitch and the pub. 
Isolation 
The snow blizzard experienced' at Ithaca 
C<_>llege duri~g the intersession break brings to 
mmd the plight of the downtown dormitories 
and _greek houses. While many students'were 
partially stranded up on the campus the resi-
dents of the downtown living areas ~ere com-
pletely cut off from the world. Many students 
found themselves without heat, food, and 
transportation. 
There is a great problem in maintaining the 
three separate campi that we have. However, 
it is important to at least plow out the stu-
dents so that they can get food and get to 
classes. 
Snow does not seem to be the only problem 
that concerns residents of the downtown living 
quarters. These are other factors that can 
cause some agitation-parking facilities, vend-
ing machines, and landscaping are a few. 
While the new campus is rising quickly, it 
seems unfortunate that the off-campus stu-
dents should be penalized by a lack of atten-
tion. While the problems of building a new 
campus are considerable, the problems for the 
students can also be bothersome. It is not 
enough to say, "Wait until the fall of 1967." 
Bits and Pieces 
by Rene Burrough 
Did you know that World War 
I was a traumatic experience . . . 
that WICB-TV is running a series 
on Prison Life . . . that gymnasts 
and badminton sometimes con-
flict . . . that K.K. is engaged • • • 
that Cliff has left us for the Post 
Office ... that Dr. D was the only 
person to make it to the Adminis-
tration Building on -the first day 
of the snow storm . . . that Fred 
Eisenthal is swinging on WICB 
. . . that there will be an open 
meeting of IFC on 22 February; 
Dr. D. will discuss the new hous-
ing complex arrangements . . . 
that it's queball . . . that it's in 
new to play musical spoons . . . 
that even Playboy advocates play-
ing "Trivia" ... that Dr. D and 
the architects will discuss the 
new building program on 28 
March in the Rec Room ... that 
Dorm 10 is out of its ouiji board 
. . . that the Lit department cer-
MOVIE· REVIEW 
by Art Moore 
STATE THE~TRE: "Our Man Flint," sta_rrit:1g James ~burn, 
Lee J. Cobb, Gila Golan, and Edward Mulhare; · · 
"Our Man Flint" starring James Coburn, is another ap~f 
on a spoof. Unfortunately there are too many gimmicks which 
carry the film to· the point of no return. Lavishly qiounted, the 
production does not become a satire, but more of zany slap 
stick comedy. · 
James Coburn as Flint, is naturally surrounded by beautiful 
women, and secret agents who try to end his event-filled life. 
As usual, the star triu~phs and the villians are foiled. The 
secret weapon that aids in all this is a cigarette lighter that 
has 83 uses ( thus "Flint''). · 
The plot concerns three mad scientists and their desire to 
control the world by controlling the weather. Coburn is selected • 
by ZOWIE (Zonal _Organization on World Intelligence Espion-
age) to save the day.. Flint becomes the epitome of the mde-
pendent type, needing no one ( only his lighter-everyone can't 
be too independent!) to stop the scientists. Daniel Mann's direc-
tion is undoubtedly thorough in capturing every escapade. 
Flint must battle a beautiful agent of GALAXY, the or-
ganization beamed on conquest, and other lovelies before time 
runs out ( or should be say the lighter). Flint has a certain 
tongue-in-cheek seriousness that is not enough to save this film 
as a satire. Lee J. Cobb is the co-star and head of ZOWIE, and • 
plays every line as if it were his last, doing a fantastic job. Gila 
Golan, the GALAXY agE:_nt is beautiful and effective. Her 
counter part is Edward Mulhare. He works with Miss Golan 
effectively. 
tainly improved over pre-registra-
tion ... that there is a tiddley . The production is expensive and lavish, with a music score 
by Jerry Goldsmith that gives excellent backing to the various 
winks contest in West Tower com- episodes of escape. The special effects and action sequences 
ing up soon ... that the prices in are well done by on of ·the most professional team in Holly-
the Snack Bars aren't the sweet- wood. 
est thing for the purse · · · that "Our Man Flint" will entertain some, hut should insult the 
the History Sherry hour was more intelligence of most. Perhaps if the "Flint" had worn out a 
tame than the Lit's ... that little sooner, all· of this would never have happened. 
Sanny f'mally received its jackets 
. . . that the Greeks will have a 
di~lay in the Union Lobby next 
week . . that "you shouldn't" ... 
that maids aren't quite with it; 
but Spring Cleaning is coming 
soon ... that the Ithacan banquet 
was and J.S. wasn't ... that West 
Tower went coed over Interses-
sion ... that normal isn't 98.6-
that's just average . . . that only 
female D.A.'s get spending money 
... that Silence Week is 21-28 
'February . . . that the book store 
is still hurtin' ... that pole lamps 
BOOK REVIEW 
By Paul Graham Yorkis 
· In an effort to bring more information to tke students at 
Ithaca College we have begun to write book reviews. The booksl" 
reviewed in most cases will not be connected with a~ academic 
field but rather will be books which all students will be interest-
ed in. Anyone interested in writing a revew should contact Paul 
Grahmn, Yorkis. -
THE CHILD, by Hubert Bermont with photographs 
by Shelley Langston published by Pocket Books, Inc., 
New York, New York. · 
are very expensive . . . that 
there's a free f~llt concert on 17 
February in the Re<? Room . . . 
In recent years there has been an explosion of photographic 
essays by assorted publishers. Usually they deal with an area 
of the world, a particular sport, a special person, or just plain 
that it would be more interesting people. Most of these books are many pages volume with large 
to demonstrate "attack" distance price tags. The Child on the other hand is small and inexpensive. 
in Anthro . . . It contains only thirty-five photographs and sells for a dollar 
in paperback. But there is much more to this book. 
Mr. Bermont, author of such bpoks as, H(l,Ve You Read 
As I See It 
Dear Cheat, 
A Good, Book Latel,y? and Mine Son, the Samurai, and Mrs. 
Langstonl a winner of the International Photographic Festival 
gold meaal, have combined their excellent talents to create 
a most interesting and pleasing book. The theme of the book 
is _simple yet complex; -~hildren growing up and noticing the 
As I See It, you are to be com- t~mgs around them. Mr. Bermon provides one phrase for each 
mended for excellent achieve- picture and each one seems first to start the reader thinking 
m,ents. Up until recently, you about the picture and then causes him to refer to his own 
special childhood memories. One can easily read the book in c; 
have managed to perform on tests ten minutes but it can be studied for hours on end. When 
and· term papers completely un- fin~lly read from cover to cover your childhood memories will 
detected by most faculty mem- be m perfect focus and they will be pleasantly rekindled. This 
bers and some students. Now, the book is for all sensitive people who have the time and desire 
students at least realize you are to remember their childhood. _. 
operating. 
Some one is definitely on your -
side, supporting no uniform code 
of punishment for those in your 
fraternity of cheats who are 
caught. Why even if you are 
apprehended, a professor in one 
department may only reprimand 
you verbally. Yet, there are other 
professors who would support 
your suspension from school. It is 
good to see that Ithaca College's 
three departments are so well co-
ordinated. 
You seem to have had a pres-
ent handed to you since your 
classes are held in overcrowded 
rooms, sometimes lecture halls, 
where it is so easy to see exam 
pape~s several seats away from 
you. By any chance, is the archi-
tect your father? 
Keep up the good work in spite 
of student pressure. You have 
little need to worry about the stu-
dents' influence in correcting the 
P r o b l e m. The administration 
seems to thwart their attempts 
quite adequately. I'm sure that 
with the administration's policy 
of "See no Evil, Hear no Evil, 
and Do Nothing Anyway" you are 
sure to succeed. 
Sue Wayne 
·~ •. 
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President's Host 
. . 
Continues To 
G. l.'s Teach As Well As Fight for 
by PIIUl. Gt-a~ Yorkir ~ Barbara Revelle Show Visitors IC Ben C~t High School in South Vietnam 
It is a· hard thing to write a poetry column when no one 
gives yo!-1 any p.oetry to P!1t in it. ~o why don't you write a The President's Host Commit-
poem this week? If you thmk that first you· must have a rare tee under the direction of Mr. 
flash of inspiration or some sort of profound insight,' then you Chris Karp is a service organiza-
arc wrong. It's really harder to find words for ideas than ideas tion made up of 25 students. This 
for words. Poets like Emily Dickinson and Dylan Thomas organization was founded in the 
often _gained their ·inspiration from reading the dictionary and Spring of 1964, 
sometimes built whole poems around two words the sound of Headed by Tom Smith, co-
which they liked together. · ' ordinator, these_ students greet 
Our minds are filled with impressions and ideas, but they visitors, give tours of the campus 
don't take on form until we stimulate them-:-give them some- to prospective students and repre-
thing to attach themselves to. As an example, let us say tbat sent Ithaca College as well as the 
tyou are idly toying with word combinations and you strike President. 
~pon a single phrase which you like: l<And here is Saint Sarah Each Spring the committee 
in silver mascara." Your mind will expand upon the implica- holds interviews to select new 
tions and supply you with many other impressions which you members. Applicants are inter-
ay be able to relate to the original phrase and give your viewed by a group of eight 
dea some shape and direction. You may realize that you have people. Qualifications are a cer-
any ideas about religious astentation, hypocracy or whatever, tain grade average and an interest 
hich could be portrayed in like metaphors, and thus you have in doing something constructive 
he seed for a poem which may form at odd moments if you for the college, Each student is 
et it. supplied with a free blazer identi-
Sometime, you might just let random words flow in your fying him as a member of the or-
ind and write them down as they come to you. ( e.g.-hot ganization. President's Hosts re-
moon bruises leaf over think under-yellow whispers of pale ceive no pay save for the pride 
ceiling wax and beautiful acrobats run on dangerous legs faster they get as being a member of 
~
than the page, I am practicing for life, games guitars leotards, one of IC's finest service groups. 
rouching sipping saw to much forgot what I had not known 
mbraced enigma tuesday) 
1 
Exciting things happen-sometimes-and meaning springs 100 Days Party 
up for the mind to seize and .develop. 
I- You might try making a list of adjectives (unreal, ex- F Cl f '66 
ploded, bleating, dreaming, sacred, absolute, fireproof, quick or ass 0 
~ .. ) and applying them arbitrarily to a list of nouns (balloon, The senior class will hold a 
lizard_, midget,. bird, playpen, myste!'Y, God). Often, the com- One Hundred Days Party on Fri· 
binat1ons are mane, and yet sometimes they may make you day, February 25, exactly 100 
'\think of something in a new way. days before it's graduation date 
Another easy way of writing poetry is to exploit a mood. from lO p.m. until midnight in 
Moods need not be translated precisely, for a good poem does the Faculty Tower Club. 
not explain an experience, but rather re-enacts it verbally so 
that it is felt- by the reader. When a mood comes upon you Admission will be minimal 
which you consider worth capturing, you might try· writing and will be open only to seniors 
just what conies into your mind. Here are two small examples: 8nd their dates. For the admis-
sion price, punch and snacks will 
Mother, I am small be available. A full bar will be 
White insects provided for those who wish to 
Green poplar maple purchase something in addition. 
Blue morning long A tie and jacket will be required 
Sweet grass and • . . for men. 
COMMUNION Questionnaires for senior week 
The black sky sings wtih seagull things · and information concerning grad-
The clouds are ghosts and I have wings uation will be available at this 
We beat our wings against-the sky, time. 
The sweet night birds, the ghosts, and I. Any proceeds from this event 
It is exciting to -see how large a leap the mind can make will go towards the Jon Zuris 
between images and still make a connection. memorial and senior week. Any 
I have a friend in Philadelphia whose profession is teach- senior -who is interested in 
· h 'Id · d h b r h al II helping with publicity or further 
mg c I ren to wnte poetry, an s e e ieves t at most a plans, please contact Jan Bei3·er, 
children are natural poets until sometime after the age of ten. 
When most of us write poetry, we lapse into what we consider Jane Harwood, David Lyke, or 
:"poetic language," replete with 'silver birds' and 'opalescent Doris Landmesser. 
· sunsets,' but children have no predetermined ideas of what 
poetry should sound like. Time worn metaphors do not yet 
flood their minds as they do ours. Eyes, to them, are not auto- HEALTH CENTER 
matically like shining stars but perhaps more like friendly 
chipped marbles. Stars, instead of forever flickering, might 
(Continued from page 1) 
A classroom in the Ben Cat high school. 
The Ben Cat High School, 
sponsored by the Ithaca College 
Student Committee for the De-
fense of Viet Nam, is an institu-
tion which lacks the essential 
equipment for a complete educa-
tion. The school is composed of 
four classrooms which seat about . 
30 students, and the 240 students 
who are enrolled at Ben Cat must 
attend split-session. The Ameri-
can soldier assists the students 
as well as he can, while he main-
tains a strong front against the 
Viet Cong. 
As one can see from the pic-
tures, the students do not appear 
very depressed. The Ithaca Col-
lege Committee has received cor-
respondence from the students, 
and they are anxiously awaiting 
the arrival of the supplies that 
have been promised to them. 
These supplies were sent 
through the generosity of many 
donors, and the Ithaca College 
Committee has been able to col-
lect hundreds of pounds of school 
supplies for the Ben Cat students. 
Upon receipt, the 240 member 
student body of this school will 
be equipped with enough paper, 
ink pencils, erasers, and other 
supplies to last for several 
months. 
The Committee. would like to 
publically acknowledge these 
gifts, and give a grateful "thank 
you" to these companies and in-
dividuals: 
T. G. !\fillers & Sons Paper Co., 
Lutton's Office Equipment, Wool-
worth's, Kresge's, Fahey's Rexall 
Drugs, Downtown Discount, 
Rl'thschild's, Ithaca College Book-
store, Brooks Pharmacy, Harbeck 
Paper Co., A & P Super Market, 
Upstate Press, Ithaca Printing 
Service, Norton Printing, Midland 
Discount, Hill D'"llg Store, The 
Triangle Book Shop, Mr. Dan Kar. 
son, Miss Candy Wolf and the 
Candor High School, and The 
Newman Club of Ithaca College. 
Should any individual or group 
wish to contribute to Ben Cat 
High School, please contact Bob 
Schandler or Jay Silberman at 
AR 24824 or (lntercampus) 3591. 
giggle or have nightmares. Though it is true that birds are formed about the services avail-
free and they sing, children know that it is equally true that able, the extent of their insur- ------------------------------------
they have pea-sized hearts and are more afraid of cats than ance coverage, and 0ther per- ILh c 11 F It SL • Q L Li t,.~i1 
bombs. "A dinosaur looks exactly like a snake walking through tinent matters. ~ 8C8 0 ege aCU Y ~ring Uar~e~il W_j 
an egg shell • • ." Dean Morgan will act as chair- d 
Children see things in a fresh way and we should relearn man of the committee. Barbara Presents Varied Concert Program Sun ay 
this art. We have, then, a third easy way to write poetry: go King and Fred Alexander, stu-
around looking at things and seeing what they are like. (1000 dents representing men's and A variety of numbers, ranging 
pound thunder, a face like a half truth.) _ women's government; Deans from the traditional Classical 
A final suggestion· would be to buy a rhyming dictionary. Clarke and Hood; Miss Lucille works of Schubert and Mozart to 
It is rumored -that Bob Dylan writes all his 'poetry' with a Schmeider, representing the Col- contemporary works of Webern 
rhyming dictionary. I know that to own one and to ~ a lege of Arts and Sciences; Mr. and Stravinsky, were included in 
poet are not the same thing. (You can buy one for $1.50 at Marvin Howe from the School of the Ithaca String Quartet's Sun-
the Comer Book Store.) . Music; Mrs. Rita La Rocle, of the day evening concert, the second 
I realize that I might have offended purists who feel that School of Health and Physical of the season. Following the open-
"only what bursts from man's heart by its own power is a true Education; Dr. Karam and Nurse ing number, "Quartet-Satz" by 
poem." I ho{>C that I will not be misunderstood, as I offer Blackman, from the medical Schubert, the quartet performed 
these suggesnons only as devices which might start a creative staff· and Do And d . two Contemporary numbers, 
process. There is no guarantee that by following them you can t ' . n erson. onm- "Fiinf Satze fur Streichquartett" 
\whip off four poems while studying, but, if you do, please give ory adv1Sor comprise the com- by Webern and "Trois Piieces 
!: them to Paul or me. mittee. pour Quart~or a Cordes" by Stra-
The Oracle Society of Ithaca College 
Presents 
SCAMPERS '66 
"Once A Knight Is Enough" 
FEB. 16-19 
ITHACA COLLEGE THEATER 
8:15 P.M. 
Tickets $2.00 
Box Office Open 9- 5 P.M. 
PHONE 274 • 3224 
FRATERNITY JEWE.LRY 
by L G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson-Rothschild's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
BADGES- FAVORS - MUGS - TROPHIES 
Phone AR 2-5000 
FREE GAS 
Weekly Drawing for 5 Gallons of Gas 
AT 
DON SOPP ATLANTIC 
(Comer of Gl'NII and Cayuga) 
AR 2-2600 
Every dollar spent gives you a chance to this special offer 
for IC students. · 
What -w.- sell "We" Guarantee 
This week's winning 'number--019262 
5 Gallons of Gas-FREEi 
vinsky. The difficulty of the 
music, revealed in the dissonent 
intervals, unusual harmonics, and 
peculiar bowing movements, re-
quired developed technique, 
rhythmic precision, and ensemble 
perception. The intensity of the 
music, combined with the instru-
mental mastery by the quartet, 
drew the acute attention of the 
audience. Following "Adagio und 
Fugue" by Mozart, the quartet 
concluded its' performance with 
Brahms' Quartet No. 3 in B flat 
major. 
The quartet, first organized in 
1956 at the University of Illinois, 
was re-established at Ithaca Col-
lege in September, 1960. Violin-
ists of the group are Alcestis 
Bishop Perry, who received her 
degrees from Eastman and the 
University Illinois, and Peggy 
Stone Andrix, who also studied at 
Illinois. Cellist Robert Perry at-
tended Ithaca College and the 
University of Illinois, and violist 
George Andrix received degrees 
from Illinds. 
In addition to their work with 
the quartet, the members have 
been featured as soloists in sonata 
recitals and also have made con-
certo appearances. Mr. and Mrs. 
Perry and Mr. Andrix are pres-
ently on the faculty of the School 
of Music and teach strings. Dur-
ing the summer Mr. and Mrs. 
Perry reside in Aspen Colorado, 
where they perform with the 
Festival Orchestra. 
The quartet as a group has 
toured in Boston, Massachusetts, 
Long Island, Oneonta, Bingham-
ton, and Elmira, and has per-
formed concerts in various towns 
in Illinois including Chicago, 
Urbana, and others. The group 
has participated in the String 
Workshop at Ithaca College dur-
ing two summer sessions. This 
past September the quartet en-
tered the Naumberg Competition 
at Carnegie Hall in New York 
City and were chosen as final-
ists. 
Do You Eat at 
WES' CORNER DINER 
123 North Aurorci 
the original home of the 
TULL YBERGER ? ? 
If Not Please Do 
) 
{ 
I 
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I.C. Grapplers Pocket Billiards Room In The Sports Scope· 
Pin Cortland Operation; Union Re~odeled by Bill Goodhue 
CALENDAR 
• > ·: - ~ .. 
_ .OF 
' . 
-EVENTS 
Saturday, Feb. 12 
Franciamone and 
Sacchi Unbeat·en 
Congratulations to Coach Congdon and his freshman bas-
k b 11 h d f d h f I S B 1:30 p.m., Fresman Wrestling, et a .team-t ey e eate t e powe~ u t~ _onaventure Bufl'alo, gymnasium 
freshmen 100-89 on Sunday, Bonaventure s varsity· 1s currently 3:00 p.m., Varsity Wrestling, 
tied for 16th place in the Major College press poll. They are Buffalo, gymnasium 
tied with Syracuse whose frosh squad will play here tomorrow. 6:15 p.m., Freshman Basketba!L 
123-Doug Prato, (C), won by for- . Syracuse, gymnasium 
There were no exams, term papers, parties, etc., etc., Tues- 8:15 p.m., Varsity Basketball, feit. ·• 
130-Bill Desario, (C), pinned 
Tom Samter in 1:40. Ithaca's 
Samter replaced ailing 
Auble and did about as well 
as could be expected against 
a wrestler of Desario's 
ability. Desario was last 
year's West Point champion 
day night at 8:00, so where were the 2,500-plus inhabitants of Albany, gymnasium 
this institution when the Bombers faced Cortland on the mats- Monday, Feb. 14 
those of you who did attend were treated to a great match- 8:15 p.'m., Faculty Recital, Vir. 
how about some support from the rest of you tomorrow after- ginia Linn, Soprano, Ford Hall.,. 
noon at 3 :00 when our matmen take on the Bulls of the Uni- auditorium M ' 
versity of Buffalo-Buffalo finished second to Ithaca in the 4-l's Tuesday, Feb. 15 
last year. 4:30 p.m., Chemistry Lecture, 
· at 123. 
Joe Weidel and Diane De Rocco at billiards table In new game 
room. 
Cortland's track team might be able to use the services of 
some of its wrestlers. 
Inconsistency - the Bombers Ithaca College (74) 
Prof. Kenneth Kustin, Room 
307, Science Building 
Wednesday, Feb. 16 
6:30 p.m.~ Freshman Wrestling, 
Brockport, gymnasuim 
137-Bob Franciamone, (D, de-
feated Paul Rose, 9-2. Fran-
ciamone continued his win-
ning ways with his seventh 
win of the season. Rose, like 
many of Cortland'~ wrest-
lers, spent most of his time 
running for the edge of the 
mat. 
An enthusiastic reaction by the 
students, characterized by waiting 
lines on its first day, can only 
mildly describe the opening of 
the Egbert Union Billiards Room. 
started the season like lions, but 
is heavily in use, students will be unless they can overcome this Pratt · ....... · .......... O 
limited to one hours playing malady they may very well go out AndreJko ........... 6 
8:00 p.m., Varsity Wrestling, 
2 Brockport, gymnasium. 2-2 4 
1-1 
time. like lambs. Saturday night was a Valesente .. · ....... 7 
13 8:15 p.m., Scampers, "Once a 0 
4-6 2 
According to Mr. Rogers, tour- prime example. Brockport en- LaLo~de ........... · 5 4-4 2 
18 Knight is Enough," College 
14 Theatre, DeWitt Park 
145-John Sacchi, (D, defeated 
Charlie Okraski 7-3. Sacchi 
also remains undefeated 
with Okraski being his sixth 
victim of the season. Okra-
ski seemed more interested 
in wrestling anywhere but 
on the mat. 
From the opening, on Monday, 
February 7 until the closing that 
day, students took advantage of 
the new room opened on the 3rd 
floor of the Union. 
naments are now being formed tered South Hill gym with any- Harns ................ 2 
for Mens 3-Cusbion Billiards, thing ·by a creditable 48 record. Ly~e .................. , 4 
3-5 2 
1-1 2 
7 
9 Thursday, Feb. 17 
7 8: 15 p.m., Scampers, "Once a 
0 Knight is Enough," College 
Mens Pocket Billiards, and Led by George Valesente, Barry Fazio .................. 2 34 2 
Womens Pocket Billiards. All LaLonde, and Don Andrejko, the Buckley ............ 0 
those interested may sign up at Blue and Gold mounted a 33.9 Totals ............. 26 
().2 0 
18-25 t5 Theatre, DeWitt Park 74 
the Billiard Room. lead with about six minutes left 
Rules against gambling, food in the first half. But when the Brockport · ...... · 30 36 
and drink in the room, and the half ended, the Golden Eagles had Ithaca ............ ..41 
like, will be strictly enforced. closed the gap and I.C.'s lead 
33 
66 
74 
Friday, Feb. 18 
8:15 p.m., Scampers, "Once a 
Knight is Enough," College 
Theatre, DeWitt Park 
The Billiards Room is student 
run and a graduate student, Mr. 
Harvey Rogers, is the general 
manager. The equipment, all 
152-Mike Turco, (I), defeated regulation size, includes six The room will be open for use at had shrunk to eleven, 41-30. Officials - Wiliam 
Ackley and , Saturday, Feb. 19 
Vern Wallace, 84. Turco pocket billiard tables and one 
turned in a masterful job of billiard table. 
the following times: John Maher. 
The second half found the Monday-Thursday: 9:30 am.- B be tin al 'th ll·OO m . om rs coas g ong wi a 
· p. · 12-14 point lead, but looking very Brockport Frosh (77) 
2:00 p.m., Varsity Gymnatsics, 
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy 
and Cornell, gymnasium 
6:00 p.m., Freshman Wrestling, 
maneuvering after injuring Students wishing to use tlle 
his right arm in the first facilities can play for an un-
period. Aided by the rule limited amount of time provided 
change on takedowns insti- it is not crowded, for $1.00 per 
tuted this year, Turco was hour, per table. When the room 
able to build up a command-
Friday: 9:30 a.m.-ll:45 p.m. unimpressive. When Brockport 
Saturday: 9:30 a.m.-12:00 mid- began to hit and I.C. began to Ball~rd .............. 3 4-4 4 10 Oswego, gymnasium 
2-5 2 24 8:00 p.m., Varsity Wrestling, night. · miss it looked as though the Zuzzi ................. ll 
Sunday: 12:00 Noon-10:30 p.m. tables were soon to be turned Romance ............ 3 2-3 '5 8 Oswego, gymnasium 
0-0 4 4 8:15 p.m., Scampers, "Once a with 3:20 left to play. Woods' ............... 2 
. Dobreski .. .... . .. .. 7 
Veteran Eagle, Jeff Coles, sank Wood ................. o 
ing lead by taking Wallace 2-2 3 16 Knight is Enough," College 
0-l O O Theatre, DeWitt Park down for two points and let-
ting him escape with 1. Oneonta Scores Over. I ( his only basket of the night _to Lanning .............. 0 • • knot the score at 64-64, The Bomb- Yelle .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . 3 2-4 0 2 EXHIBITS 
160-Al Soza, (C), pinned Denny ers, however, were able to hold Arnold .......... : .. 2 0-1 1 6 Ford Hall - Auditorium lobby, 
Madigan in 
5
:lO. In Swimming Meet,· 55·38 ;~0~ 0:-!~ l:~ s~U:!e a:: KingT tals ................... 1 1-4 0 5 primitive art, Oceanic and Peru-167-Howie Peirano, (D, defeated Andejko and Lyke kept I.C. out o .............. 32 0-0 O 2 vian Indian Modern Sculpture Denny Connors, 5-3. In the 13-24 19 77 - Norman Daly and John 
most exciting match of the Oneonta blitzed the swimming Ithaca will try to improve of danger. 
evening, Peirano avenged a lanes ~aturday night on South on its 14 record as it journeys Ithaca's record now stands at Ithaca College Frosh (95) 
setback a year ago with a Hill .and went home wtih their to Lock Haven Wednesday night. 6-(i. B. Gustafson .. .. .. 8 0-0 3 16 
Barnes. Drawings-Robert Perry 
Egbert Union-Student Lounge 
10 portraits from the National 
Gallery. 
determined and well ex- tenth victory of the season-ex- 400 medley relay-1, Oneonta 
ecuted effort. tending the winning skein to (Ron Magin, Art Hohmann, Pat The Bomber freshmen won the 
Hoffman ............. 8 4-6 3 20 ____________ .,. 
177-Gary Foote, (I), defeated tw~ty-five .over a two ye~r Siconofi, Jack Knapp), 4:04.3: . Preliminary 95-77. 
Rich Feiser, 3-0. Foote re- penod. Despite the fact that its 200 freeso/le--1, John Didas, 66 turned to the I.C. lineup swimmers ~et four .~ool record~ O; 2, Vollmer, I; 3, Sinon, I. 2:05.3. Brockport ( ) 
and showed no ill effects of O~eo~ta ?id not walk away 50 f~eestyle-:_l, Tom Hanley, O; Coles .................... l 
an ankle injury which .had with its victory, IA:ad by Wayne 2, ~e! ~; 3, Cancro, I. 0:24.1. Reiff .................... 6 sidelined him for some time. Kaler and co-c~ptain Al Ganter, 200 individual medley-1, Ted 
With the addition of Foote the Bombers put up a good fight Bears, O; 2, Al Gantert, I; Werner, Ryan ................... 3 
and Bob Auble, I.C. may before succumbing to the talented 0. 2:18.9. Thomas ............ 4 
well be able to finish over Dragons 55-38. Diving-I, John Sillero, O; 2, Goodfellow ...... 4 
the .500 mark and will no In addition to the four marks Paul Boccagni, O; 3, Gary John- Kinetz .. ...... .... .. 4 doubt be an odds-on favorite set by the Oneonta team, Ithaca's SO!,l, I. 272.()5 points. Fr d 
0 to repeat as 4-1 champion. 400 yard free style relay team 200 butterfly-I, Wayne Kelar, e erers .......... .. 
. . . went on the record books with a I; ,?, Siconolfi, o. 2:21.9. Kuehn ..... ............. 1 
Heavyweight-Geo~ge Klley, (I), 3:57.7 performance. I.C.'s Wayne 10 Ofreestyle--1; Ted Kramer, Emerson ........... 1 
won by forfeit. Kaler remains undefeated in the O; 2, Al Ganter, I: 3, Emisse, Wood .............. 1 
Ithaca 003 330 335--20 2000 yard butterfly after nosing I. 0:54.9. · Williams ....... .. . 0 
out O~eonta's Pat Siconofi for 200 backstroke--1, Jack Knapp, 
Cortland 550 005 OOO-l5 his fifth win of the sesaon. Bomb- O; 2, Miller, I. 2:19.6. Totals ............. 25 
Kowalski . .... .. . .... 6 0-2 2 12 
Dirk ....... ............. 1 5-7 2 7 
Burr .................... 1 1-2 0 3 
Albano .. .. .... .. .. .. .. 8 3-3 2 19 
0-0 2 2 Fry~ ......... .. ...... 0 0-0 1 0 
1.2 2 3 J. Gustafson ...... 4 1-2 2 9 
1-1 3 7 Truhn ................ 1 0-1 0 2 Rosenthal ........... 0 0-0 O O 
6-6 3 14 Miller .......... ..... 2 1-2 1 5 
3-5 3 11 Joly ...................... O 0-0 o o 
5-5 · 1 13 Bahrenburg .......... 1 0-0 3 2 
0-0 1 o Totals .............. 40 14-25 19 95 
0-0 
2 2 Brockport Frosh .. 39 38 77 
0-0 1 2 · 
0-0 2 2 Ithaca Frosh ........ 45 50 95 
0-0 0 0 Officials-Dave Feldman and Ken-
16-19 20 66 ~aft. 
er stalwart Al Bantert turned in 500 freestyle--1, Ron Magin, 
another outstanding job for Coach O; 2, Buckingham, O; 3. Vollmer, 1 -----------------------Bill Ware as he finished second I. 5:44.6. 
in the 200 yard individual medley 200 breaststroke-I, Adams, I; 
and the 100 yard freestyle. He 2, Nettle, O; 3, Buhrmaster, L 
also swam the anchor leg of the 2:39.1. 
ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 
Prompt, Quality Watch & Jewelry 
FAHEY 
Rexall Pharmacy 
and 
Perfume Shop 
154 E. State St. 
AR 2·2222 
FREE DELIVERY 
Need a card divine 
for that 
VALENTINE? 
Goto 
CHARJAN'S 
.. 
Pucksters Smash 
Buffalo 10-4 record breaking 400 yard free- 400 freestyle relay-1, Ithaca 
style relay. (San Marco, Ernisse, Kaler, Gan-
Repair Service State & Tioga J 
Saturday tiight 
Led by the high scoring fresh-
man, Bob Aloian, the J.C. hockey Ga mes T OU rney 
team scored nine straight goals 
to turn a 4-1 deficit into a 104 S f S d 
victory Saturday night. The Bomb- et Or Un ay 
ers arrived in Buffalo just be-
fore game time and were unable On Thursday and Friday, Feb-
to mount any serious scoring ruary 18th and 19th, the Regional 
threat as they fell behind 4-1. All-Campus Games Tournament 
But that was all for the Bulls. will' be held at the State Uni-
Ithaca goalie, Bill Simpson, closed versity at Buffalo, New York. 
the nets and Aloian and defense- Playoffs for I.C. representatives 
man Pete Reilly led the assault on to this tournament will be as fol-
the now porous Buffalo defense. lows: 
Aloian netted four goals and 
Reilly added two goals and two BU.LARDS: Men's, Women's and 
assists. Simpson came up wtih 29 Three Cushion to be held on 
saves. Thursday, Feb. 10th with final 
There will be a rematch at playoffs on Sunday, Feb. 13th 
Lynah Rink at 10:00 p.m. at 3:00 p.m. All competition 
Bomber scoring lenders for the will take place in the Billiards 
first twelve games are: Room on the third floor of the 
Egbert Union. Gls. Asst. Pts. 
Bob Aloian ........ 12 30 17 47 TABLE TENNIS: Men's and Wo-
Tom McHugh ... 12 10 17 27 men's at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday, 
Tony DiAgostino 12 12 12 24 Feb. 13th in the Recreation 
Bill Miller .......... 12 6 15 21 Room. 
tert, 3:57.7. 
THE HEW 
COLLEGE SPA 
George Atsedes, Your Host 
College Spa the Most 
216 E. STATE STREET 
Patterson's 
M~bilgas 
WASHING. AND 
GREASING 
Corner Buffalo 
& 
Aurora Streets 
Frank Hammer 
I 
/ 
FREE ESTIMATES GIVEN 
See our collection of 14K and 
Sterling Channs and Bracelets 
144 E. State St. 
Open Fri. till 9:00 p.m. 
AR 2°1810 
EUROPE 
FLY TWA JET 
first class service - in-flight movies 
$287 round trip 
For Details Write or Call: 
N.Y.-LONDON JUNE 19 
PARIS-N.Y. AUGUST 22 
UNIVERSITY TRAVEL SERVICE • CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE 
305 N. Aurora St. - Phone: 272-5480 (5 to 9 p.m.) 
Restricted to full or part-time Students, Faculty or staff of 
Cornell University and their famllles. ' 
Ithaca 
